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ABSTRACT: Bio-nanocomposite films based on chitosan/polyvinylpyrrolidone (CS/PVP) and graphene oxide (GO) were processed

using the casting/evaporation technique. It has been found that the three components of bio-nanocomposites can be easily mixed in

controlled conditions enabling the formation of thick films with high quality, smooth surface and good flexibility. Structural and

morphological characterizations showed that the GO sheets are well dispersed in the CS/PVP blend forming strong interfacial interac-

tions that provide an enhanced load transfer between polymer chains and GO sheets thus improving their properties. It has been

found that the water resistance of the CS/PVP blend is improved, and the hydrolytic degradation is limited by addition of 0.75 and 2

wt % GO. The modulus, strength, elongation and toughness of the bio-nanocomposites are together increased. Herein, the steps to

form new bio-nanocomposite films have been described, taking the advantage of the combination of CS, PVP and GO to design the

aforementioned bio-nanocomposite films, which allow to have extraordinary properties that would have promising applications as

eventual packaging materials. VC 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 2014, 131, 41042.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of natural polymers for sustainable development and

environmental preservation has become ubiquitous in the last

20 years. Therefore many studies have been devoted to the

development of polymer bio-nanocomposites, where at least

one of the components is derived from nature or even biomass.

Natural polymers such as proteins and carbohydrates are widely

used as materials for conventional and innovative applications.

The use of natural polymers has several advantages compared to

their counterparts from synthetics due to their particular prop-

erties: non-toxicity, biodegradability, wide availability, and

biocompatibility.1

The chitosan (CS) is a high molecular weight polysaccharide

composed of b-(1,4)-2-acetamido-2-deoxy-D-glucose and b-

(1,4)-2-amino-2-deoxy-D-glucose units and can be obtained via

deacetylation of chitin.2 This biopolymer is among the most

important natural polymers due to their diverse spectrum of

applications ranging from pharmaceuticals to materials sci-

ence.3–14 However, some obstacles hinder its extensive use, par-

ticularly its relatively lower elongation, low toughness

properties, poor hydrolytic stability, high degree of swelling in

water, and its relatively poor water vapor barrier characteristics

as well as high price compared to conventional plastics.15,16 In

an effort to overcome the scientific and technological challenges

issues, faced by the use of this biopolymer to expand its range

of applications, several attempts have been made to improve

these properties, particularly for the CS-based films. Blending of

synthetic polymers with CS has been reported for improving

the mechanical and functional properties of CS films.17–21

Poly(vinylpyrrolidone), PVP, is a synthetic polymer that has a

well-defined structure with an N-vinylpyrrolidone monomer

connected as a long chain. This polymer has good biocompati-

bility and non-toxic behavior and can be used in many techni-

cal applications.22 Indeed, due to its brittleness, it was generally

developed as a copolymer or blend component with other
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polymers to develop new nanocomopsite films.17,20,23,24 It has

been reported that CS and PVP are miscible polymers.17,25

Hong et al. have reported that the carbonyl groups in the pyrro-

lidone rings of the PVP can interact with amino and hydroxyl

groups present in CS via hydrogen bonding formation.23,25

Indeed, the blending of thereof allows to combine the properties

of CS and PVP in CS/PVP blend that may lead to the prepara-

tion of new biocompatible and homogeneous blend matrix.17

On the other hand, nanocomposite technology using nanofillers

such as carbon nanotubes, graphene, clay, and hydroxyapatite

with low loading has already been proven as an effective way to

produce new materials with specific properties and high per-

formances.26–32 However, two primordial conditions must be

achieved to obtain nanocomposite materials with exceptional

properties. The first one is the good dispersion and distribution

of nanofillers in the polymeric matrix, and the second one is

the high degree of interaction between nanofillers and macro-

molecular chains of polymers.33

On another very important aspect, graphene and graphene

oxide (GO) have recently attracted much attention due to their

exceptional properties, particularly their high mechanical prop-

erties and good biocompatibility.34–37 The GO is a typical

pseudo-two-dimensional oxygen-containing solid in bulk form,

possesses functional groups including hydroxyls, epoxides, and

carboxyls.36,38–40 Several studies on this subject (graphene &

GO) show that the GO can be used as active biocompatible

material with specific applications.39,41 The chemical groups of

GO have a crucial role to improve its dispersion in organic sol-

vents and obviously in polymers.40,42,43 Additionally, functional

side groups bound to the surface of GO may improve the inter-

facial adhesion between GO and the matrix, similarly to that

observed for functionalized carbon nanotube-based

nanocomposites.44

Incorporation of GO within CS is an active approach for

improving the physical and chemical properties of CS biopoly-

mer. Previous works have combined GO nanosheets and CS

polymer together at low concentrations to create strong, biode-

gradable, and biocompatible GO-filled CS nanocomposites.45–49

This can be achieved because the possible strong interactions

between nanosheets and CS and the good dispersion of GO on

the molecular scale in CS matrix, as well as the interfacial adhe-

sion, thus significantly increasing properties of the CS-based

nanocomposites. Recently, some GO-reinforced polymer blend

nanocomposite materials have been prepared. Pandele et al. suc-

cessfully prepared mechanically strong and biocompatible nano-

composite films based on incorporation of GO in CS–PVA

blend.50 Ma et al. developed bio-nanocomposite films with

improved water resistance and tensile properties by combination

of CS, oxidized starch, and GO.51 Rodr�ıguez-Gonzâlez et al.

developed bio-nanocomposites of CS2starch, and carboxy-

methyl cellulose–starch blends reinforced with GO and keratin-

grafted GO.52 From their results, the thermomechanical proper-

ties of the blends were significantly improved with addition of

modified and unmodified GO. Indeed, due to the great compat-

ibility between CS, PVP, and GO and their mixture in water,

the development of films from these components is intended to

be of major interest. More recently, Mahmoudi et al. prepared 1

wt % GO filled CS/PVP biocompatible films with tunable opti-

cal transparency and gas permeability.53 Thus, with an aim to

make the biopolymers as materials that can be competitive with

the fossil derivatives, with high structural and mechanical prop-

erties, the researches on GO-filled biocompatible polymers have

gained considerable momentum.42,45,47,48

Our approach in the present work is to take advantage of com-

plementary properties of the three materials, biocompatibility

and non-toxicity associated with CS and PVP and exceptional

properties of GO in order to obtain biocompatible and mechan-

ically strong hybrid bio-nanocomposite films by dispersing GO

sheets in PVP/CS blend. The effect of addition of GO on the

morphology, the structural and mechanical properties as well as

the water resistance, hydrolytic degradation and thermal stabil-

ity of CS/PVP-based bio-nanocomposite films have been eval-

uated. This proposed method herein provides a new approach

to design and prepare the bio-nanocomposite films with

expected performance for cutting-edge industries.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

CS (Aldrich, high molecular weight with 20% acetylation) and

PVP (Aldrich, average molecular weight of 10,000) were used as

the polymeric components. Natural powder graphite (�20 lm,

99.99%), sulfuric acid (99%), hydrochloric acid (37%), acetic

acid (� 99%), sodium nitrate (� 99%), potassium permanga-

nate (99%), and hydrogen peroxide (30%) were purchased from

Aldrich and used without further purification.

Preparation

The solvent cast method was used to prepare the films of neat

CS, CS/PVP blend, CS/PVP blend filled by 0.75 and 2 wt % GO

(Scheme 1). Firstly, 3 g of CS were dissolved in 150 mL of 1%

(v/v) aqueous acid acetic solution at ambient temperature with

constant stirring for 5 h. Then, 3 g of PVP was separately dis-

solved in 150 mL of deionized water with constant stirring for

1 h, and the obtained solution of PVP was added into the CS

solution, followed by mechanical stirring of 2 h to form CS/

PVP (50:50) blend solution. For the preparation of GO-based

nanocomposite films, the desired amount (0.75 and 2 wt % in

regard to CS/PVP blend) of pre-exfoliated GO dispersion was

added to the above CS-PVP mixture followed by sonication

(Ultrasonic System, SharperTekVR Stamina XPTM, 50 W) for 15

min and continuously stirred to form homogeneous mixture (1

h). The obtained homogeneous mixture was cast onto PET

sheets and kept on a hot plate to facilitate fast removal of water.

After which, the film was peeled from the sheets and kept in

vacuum oven at 100�C for 5 h, for complete removal of water.

It should be noted that the exfoliated GO were prepared via

chemical oxidation of natural graphite followed by sonication

(Ultrasonic System, SharperTekVR Stamina XPTM, 50 W) assisted

water-phase exfoliation according to our previous works.40,54

Neat CS and CS–PVP blend films were also similarly prepared

as a reference material, without adding the GO. The films are

designated as CS for neat Chitosan, CS/PVP for CS/PVP blend,

CS/PVP@-0.75 and CS/PVP@-2 for nanocomposites-containing

0.75 and 2 wt % GO, respectively. The film thickness is kept
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uniform (70 mm) for all samples by controlling the amount of

film-forming solutions.

Characterization Techniques

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) measurements was carried out

using a Veeco Dimension ICON. The samples used for AFM

characterizations were deposited on mica sheets. TEM micro-

graphs were obtained on a Tecnai G2 microscope at 120 kV.

The morphology of solvent-cast films was evaluated from a cry-

ofracture surface, using a scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

upon an apparatus: FEI Quanta 200. X-ray diffraction patterns

were obtained at room temperature on a Bruker AXS D-8 dif-

fractometer using Cu-Ka radiation in Bragg-Brentano geometry

(h-2h). In order to avoid the influence of the thickness of speci-

mens, all the samples used for the measurement have a same

thickness of 70 lm. Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

was performed on an ABB Bomem FTLA 2000 spectrometer

equipped with a Golden Gate single reflection ATR accessory.

Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) and derivative thermog-

ravimetry (DTG) were conducted using a TA Instruments Q500

apparatus with 10�C/min ramp between 25 and 700�C under

nitrogen. Tensile tests were performed using an Instron 8821S

tensiometer. The tensile specimens were cut in rectangular

shapes with dimensions of 80 mm in length and 10 mm in

width. The gauge length was fixed at 40 mm and the speed of

the moving clamp was 10 mm/min. All tests were carried out

on a minimum of four samples and the reported results are

average values.

To investigate the water absorption degree, the as-prepared films

were first dried, accurately weighted and then immersed in dis-

tilled water for 12 and 24 h, respectively, at room temperature.

The wet weight of the flms was measured by taking out the

flms from the water and blotting with a flter paper to remove

the surface adsorbed water followed by immediately weighing of

these flms.55 The water uptake or water content (WC) of the

flms was calculated according to the following equation:

Water content ðWC Þ ð%Þ5 ðWf 2WiÞ
Wi

3100

Where Wf and Wi are the weights of the wet films and dry

films, respectively.

The hydrolytic degradation tests of the films were performed in

distilled water at room temperature for an extended time.

Indeed, each film was immersed in water and stored for 30

days. After this time, the residual samples were removed from

the water solution and dried at 80�C for 48 h and subsequently

weighed to determine their residual mass.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Before blending of suspended GO sheets with CS/PVP polymer

blend, the individual GO sheets were obtained by intense soni-

cation in water of completely oxidized natural graphite which is

confirmed by TEM and AFM observations.40 Importantly, the

successful oxidation of graphite is crucial for its complete exfoli-

ation into individual GO sheets.40,56 During this operation, it

was noted that the GO dispersion gradually transformed into a

yellow brown solution. This is a sign that the graphite oxide

powder was transformed into GO sheets. Remarkably, it should

be noted that the dispersion of GO was stable even after 4

weeks storage at room temperature [Figure 1(a)]. TEM results

confrm the existence of individual GO sheets, as shown in Fig-

ure 1(b), which present a typical TEM picture of the GO sheets.

The AFM images of the GO reveal the presence of irregular

shaped sheets with uniform thickness and different lateral

dimensions (Figure 2). As shown from the height profiles

Scheme 1. Schematic representation of the structures of based products (CS, PVP and GO) and their well dispersed bio-nanocomposite cast films.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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recorded at different locations, the thickness of obtained sheets

is observed at �1 nm while lateral dimensions range from �100

to �800 nm. We conclude from this analysis that no GO sheets

are thicker or thinner than 1 nm, which can be explained by

the efficient top–down process of the exfoliation of graphite

oxide into GO sheets achieved by the ultrasonic treatment.

However, we would also point out that a single sheet of gra-

phene is atomically flat with a thickness of 0.34 nm, and the

GO sheets are expected to be thicker due to the presence of

oxygen-containing functional groups attached on both sides of

the graphene sheet and the displacement of the sp3-hybridized

carbon atoms slightly above and below the original graphene

plane.30,36 In addition, this relatively increased thickness is owed

to the wrinkled and folded structure of sheets that arises during

solvent evaporation as a space created between the sheets and

substrate. This result is in good agreement with our previous

work.40

CS, PVP, and GO can be easily mixed in controlled conditions

enabling the formation of a homogeneous and stable mixture in

aqueous media. It has been reported that the CS and PVP are

miscible via a specific interaction between the carbonyl groups

in pyrrolidone rings of the PVP and the amino and hydroxyl

groups present in CS resulting in the formation of hydrogen

bonding (self-assembly processes).23,25,30 Thus, the polymer

blend can produce a new material with specific characteristics,

which can be used as a new polymeric matrix for development

of nanocomposites.17,53 By casting solutions of CS, CS/PVP

blend, and CS/PVP filled by 0.75 and 2 wt % GO mixtures on

flat surface, films with high quality, smooth surface, good flexi-

bility and with 70 lm-thick are produced [Figure 3(a–d)]. We

note also that the thickness of these films can be controlled by

the amount of the solution used for casting process. Further-

more, it can be simply cut into various desired forms by a spe-

cial knife. Figure 3 illustrates the digital photographies of CS,

CS/PVP, CS/PVP@GO-0.75, and CS/PVP@GO-2 films. We see

clearly the difference of the colors between the films prepared

by solely the CS and the polymeric matrix CS/PVP one hand,

and on the other hand the films prepared by the CS/PVP-based

matrix reinforced by the two adopted concentrations of the GO

(0.75 and 2 wt %).

To microscopically observe the morphology of GO filled CS/

PVP nanocomposite films for investigating the dispersion level

of GO within the CS/PVP blend matrix, low and high magnifi-

cation SEM visualizations were performed for the nanocompo-

site film-containing 2 wt % GO [Figure 3(e,f)]. One can clearly

see that the GO has been successfully exfoliated and uniformly

dispersed throughout the polymeric blend matrix. It is seen that

the GO sheets are wrapped by macromolecular chains of poly-

mers. Because oxygen-containing groups are found on the sur-

face and edge of GO, the compatibility of GO with CS/PVP

blend and the quality of dispersion can be significantly

improved. In addition, high magnification images reveal that

the sheets are isolated and wrinkled within the matrix [Figure

3(f)]. These observed results indicate a good adhesion between

CS/PVP blend and GO sheets. The excellent dispersion of GO

in the blend matrix is directly correlated with its effectiveness in

improving the properties of nanocomposite films.

In order to determine crystal structure of the films and also to

check the exfoliation of GO within the polymeric matrix, we

analyzed our samples (CS, PVP, CS/PVP, CS/PVP@GO-0.75,

and CS/PVP@GO-2) by X-ray diffraction (Figure 4). The XRD

Figure 2. AFM image taken in tapping mode and the corresponding line profiles of exfoliated GO nanosheets deposited from a dispersion in water onto

mica substrate. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 1. Photograph of exfoliated GO dispersion in water (a), and TEM

image of GO sheets (b). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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characterizations of CS revealed the presence of the broad peaks

at around 8.4, 11.3, 18.2, and 23�. The first two peaks corre-

spond to the hydrated crystalline structure, whereas the broad-

ened peak at about 23� indicates the existence of an amorphous

structure.46 Similarly, the XRD pattern of the PVP showed the

presence of broad peaks between 12–15� and 19–24�, which

indicated the amorphous nature of PVP.57 XRD analysis of the

CS/PVP blend shows that the structure is semicrystalline and

the sharp peaks observed around 12–15� and 19–24�, indicating

the average intermolecular distance of the amorphous part

regenerated from the PVP. Importantly, the XRD analysis of CS/

PVP@GO-0.75 and CS/PVP@GO-2 bio-nanocomposites

revealed the absence of the peak corresponding to GO (2h

510�), which can be indicated that GO is totally exfoliated in

CS/PVP matrix. In addition, the high compatibility between

GO and the CS/PVP matrix is responsible for limiting the rear-

rangement of sheets into layered structure of graphite oxide.

Moreover, after addition of GO, the bio-nanocomposite films

show a structure similar to that of CS/PVP blend, indicating

that the structure of bio-nanocomposites is not influenced

by GO.

Figure 5 shows the FTIR spectra of CS, PVP, CS/PVP blend,

and CS/PVP filled by GO. For CS spectrum, the band at

3422 cm21 is associated to OAH and NAH hydrogen band

stretches. The bands at 2921 and 2867 cm21 are attributed to

CAH stretching. Then, the band at 1653 cm21 is due to CAO

Figure 4. XRD patterns of CS, PVP, CS/PVP blend, CS/PVP@GO-0.75,

and CS/PVP@GO-2 bio-nanocomposite films and unexfoliated GO pow-

der. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 3. Photographs of isolated films of CS (a), CS/PVP (b), CS/

PVP@GO-0.75 (c) and CS/PVP@GO-2 (d) and low (e) and high (f) mag-

nification SEM images of fracture surface of CS/PVP@GO-2 bio-

nanocomposite film. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 5. FTIR spectra of CS, PVP, CS/PVP blend, CS/PVP@GO-0.75,

and CS/PVP@GO-2 bio-nanocomposite films and GO powder in the

region of 400–4000 cm21 (a) and 1500–1750 cm21 (b). [Color figure can

be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.

com.]
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stretching of the acetyl group. The band at 1592 cm21 is associ-

ated to NAH bending and stretching. The bands at 1480–

1375 cm21 are associated to asymmetrical CAH bending of

CH2 group and the band at 1071 cm21 is associated to the skel-

etal vibration involving the bridge CAO stretch of glucosamine

residue [Figure 5(a)].58 On the other hand, the FTIR spectrum

of the PVP revealed firstly two peaks found at 2962 and

1427 cm21 which be attributed, respectively, to CAH stretching

vibrations in aliphatic compounds and to CAH bending vibra-

tion from methylene group. Other absorption bands found at

1650 cm21, 1280 cm21, and 848 cm21, which are associated to

the stretching vibration of the carbonyl group (C@O), the

stretching vibration of the pyrrolidone structure (CAN) and the

bending vibration of @CAH, respectively.59 Indeed, in the case

of the polymeric matrix CS/PVP, we find that the carbonyl

band is shifted towards lower frequencies with a single band at

1642 cm21, which may be due to the existence of the interac-

tions between CS and PVP [Figure 5(b)]. The bands in region

of 3300–3500 cm21 are usually assigned to the inter- and intra-

molecular hydrogen bonding of hydroxyl groups.23 It is possible

that the carbonyl groups of PVP can take part in the formation

of hydrogen bonding with hydroxyl group of CS at the expense

of the hydrogen bonding interaction in CS.23 Hydroxyl groups

of CS were hydrogen donors in forming hydrogen bonding with

carbonyl groups of PVP.23 Furthermore, the FTIR spectra of CS/

PVP@GO-0.75 and CS/PVP@GO-2 revealed some important

information concerning the interactions between different oxy-

genated groups present in GO and CS/PVP blend. The C@O

carbonyl stretch of the carboxylic group observed at 1713 cm21

in the GO spectrum disappeared in the bio-nanocomposite

films indicating that a strong electrostatic interations and

hydrogen bonding between the carboxyl group of GO and the

amino and hydroxyl groups present in the CS/PVP blend were

achieved.46 The hydroxyl groups of GO observed at 3370 cm21

and 1370-1150 cm21 can also interact with the non-interacting

carbonyl groups of PVP in the CS/PVP blend. This interaction

is possible because the carbonyl group frequency is more shifted

to lower frequency (1635 cm21) in CS/PVP blend filled by 2 wt

% GO compared to CS/PVP blend [Figure 5(b)]. Based upon

the above experimental observations, it can be stated that CS

and PVP are perfectly compatible and miscible polymers via the

hydrogen bond interactions between carbonyl groups of PVP

and equal part of amino and hydroxyl groups of the CS. When

the GO is added to CS/PVP blend, additional hydrogen bonding

can occurs between the carboxylic acid groups of GO and

amino and hydroxyl groups of CS and between the hydroxyl

groups of GO and the carbonyl groups of PVP. Therefore, an

interconnected structure is assumed to be formed in CS/PVP

filled by GO originated from the strong interactions between

the macromolecular chains of polymers and the sheets of GO

(Scheme 1).

The structure and the optical absorption of the films were also

studied by UV-vis absorption (Figure 6). Evidently, no absorp-

tion peak was observed for the CS and PVP polymers since

these polymers are know to be transparent in the UV-visible

region. For the CS/PVP blend, there is a weak absorbance about

300–350 nm may be due to the interaction between the CS and

the PVP. For the CS/PVP@GO-0.75 and CS/PVP@GO-2 bio-

nanocomposite films, the strengthening by addition of GO

sheets has the further consequence that the bio-nanocomposite

films becoming darker corresponding to a relative increase in

the absorbance level for the full wavelength range (Figure 6).

Importantly, the lateral size of GO sheets is more than 100 nm,

as visualized by AFM observation (Figure 2), their presence in

the bio-nanocomposite films is responsible for scatterring and/

or absorbing the light and for reducing the optical transparency

(increasing of absorbance) of these films based on the CS/PVP

blend and GO sheets.40 On the other hand, no strong scattering

and/or absorbing are observed, indicating that the GO are well

dispersed at nanoscale within the CS/PVP blend. This is directly

related to strong interfacial interactions between the macromo-

lecular chains of the polymers and the surface of GO.

The thermal stability of the studied films is evaluated by TGA–

DTG analysis (Figure 7). From the curves presented in Figure

7(a), the degradation of CS film under inert atmosphere indi-

cated an initial weight loss at 50–100�C which associated to the

water and the moisture removal. Then, two losses were observed

at around 200–300 and 350–600�C, with maximum temperature

values of 293 and 554�C in DTG curves [Figure 7(b)], respec-

tively, which could be attributed to the degradation of CS seg-

ments. For neat PVP, the absorbed water is first removed at a

temperature around 50–100�C after which the complete mass

loss occurs between 350 and 470�C, with a maximum tempera-

ture of 434�C.59 The CS–PVP blend decomposes following a

three major steps process. The first (250–350�C) and third

(525–600�C) steps is due to the decomposition of the compo-

nents of CS, with maximum temperatures of 296 and 556�C,

respectively. The second step (400–475�C) is due to the decom-

position of PVP molecules, with a maximum temperature of

445�C. It is noted that, in comparison with neat CS and PVP,

the shift in the maximum temperature of degradation of CS

and PVP in the blend is due to the strong interaction between

them via the hydrogen bond interactions between the carbonyl

groups of PVP and amino and hydroxyl groups of CS, as

deduced from FTIR analysis (Figure 5).

Figure 6. UV-Vis spectra of CS, PVP, CS/PVP blend, CS/PVP@GO-0.75,

and CS/PVP@GO-2 bio-nanocomposite films and GO dispersion in water.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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The decomposition of GO is done in two steps, the first one

was observed in the range of 50–100�C which can be assigned

to the loss of absorbed water, whereas the second one was

observed around 150–210�C (maximium temperature of 195�C)

corresponding to the decomposition of the various oxygen-

containing groups.40 However, the TGA analysis of both bio-

nanocomposite films, CS/PVP@GO-0.75 and CS/PVP@GO-2,

reveals that the degradation of these films is similar to that

observed for unloaded CS/PVP blend (three steps of degrada-

tion). It is noted that the major mass loss of GO (�50%), that

occurring at a maximium temperature of 195�C, disappeared in

the case of bio-nanocomposite films. This can be explained by

the strong interaction between the surface functional groups of

GO and the macromolecular chains of CS and PVP, what has

already been proved through the analysis by the FTIR. More-

over, the maximium temperatures of degradation of bio-

nanocomposite films is shifted toward the high temperatures in

regard to CS/PVP blend, with a maximium temperatures of

degradation of 305, 454, and 583�C for CS/PVP@GO-0.75 and

326, 475, and 596�C for CS/PVP@GO-2, identified in the three

steps of degradation, which gives advantage to improve the

thermal stability of these bio-nanocomposite films [Figure

7(b)]. This can be explained by a possible mobility suppression

of the CS/PVP segments at the interface between macromolecu-

lar chains and GO sheets.

Figure 8 illustrates the water absorption percentages that corre-

spond to the water uptake or WC of CS, CS/PVP, CS/

PVP@GO-0.75, and CS/PVP@GO-2 films. It is clear that the

addition of PVP significantly reduces the WC percentage of CS/

PVP film. The WC values of the pure CS flm after immersion

in water for 12 and 24 h were measured at 79 and 97%, respec-

tively, whereas the WC values of the CS/PVP blend do not

exceed 52 and 73% after immersion in water for 12 and 24 h,

respectively. When GO was added to the CS/PVP blend, this

percentage was reduced to 11 and 15% for CS/PVP@GO-0.75,

and 6 and 9% for CS/PVP@GO-2 after immersion in water for

12 and 24 h, respectively. It is clear that the presence of GO

within the CS/PVP blend may further limit the absorption of

water by the bio-nanocomposite films. In general, water uptake

of the bio-nanocomposite flms depends on the nature of the

matrix and fller. This phenomenon of reduced water uptake at

equilibrium can be ascribed to the formation of strong fller–

matrix interactions.55 The well dispersed sheets acted as an

interpenetrated network within the CS/PVP blend matrix

(Scheme 1) and prevented the swelling of the flms when

exposed to water.

The hydrolytic degradation behavior in water-based environ-

ment of CS, CS/PVP, and CS/PVP@GO films is further eval-

uated to study the effect of addition of PVP polymer and GO

nanosheets on the long-term hydrolytic degradation of CS-

based film in water media. Figure 9 shows the photographs of

neat CS, CS/PVP blend and CS/PVP@GO-2 films immersed in

water. The photographs are taken 5 min [Figure 5(a–c)] and 30

days [Figure 9(d–f)] after immersion of the films in water and

their state just after removal of water after 30 days [Figure 9(g–

k)]. It is well known that the CS film is an unstable material in

wet environment.47 This behavior is also observed in this work,

while the neat CS film is apparently degraded and broken in the

form of many small pieces [Figure 5(d–g)]. This is primarily

due to the presence of amine and hydroxyl groups on the CS

Figure 8. Water absorption of CS, CS/PVP blend, CS/PVP@GO-0.75, and

CS/PVP@GO-2 bio-nanocomposite films recorded for 12 and 24 h in

water. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available

at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 7. (a) TGA and (b) DTG curves of CS, PVP, CS/PVP blend, CS/

PVP@GO-0.75, and CS/PVP@GO-2 bio-nanocomposite films and GO

powder. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available

at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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moiety, which are the most probable sites that have a high

affinity for water.

This visual hydrolytic degradation of CS film is significantly

decreased when 50 wt % of PVP is added. As mentioned before,

the water uptake of CS/PVP blend is significantly lower than

that of neat CS film (Figure 8), and this leads to increased

hydrolytic degradation of the neat CS. Indeed, when PVP is

blended with CS, the amine and hydroxyl groups of CS can

therefore interact with the carbonyl groups of PVP, resulting in

the formation of a compact tri-dimensional network in the

blend and the affinity of CS for water is reduced. These results

would indicate that there was minimal degradation, as shown in

Figure 9(e,h), while the CS/PVP blend film is broken in some

large pieces in comparison with those observed for neat CS film

[Figure 9(g)]. The reduced hydrolytic degradation of CS/PVP

blend indicates that some non-interacting amine, hydroxyl, and

carbonyl groups are still presented in the formed material (CS/

PVP), which is responsible on the reaction with water, resulting

in hydrolysis mechanism. Besides, after addition of GO into CS/

PVP blend, more interactions are occurred between the non-

interacting groups of CS/PVP blend and the oxygenated groups

of GO, as confirmed by FTIR analysis (Figure 5). Thus, for the

CS/PVP@GO-2 film, there is no visual hydrolytic degradation

occurs and the bio-nanocomposite flm is still in a whole with

strength [Figure 9(f,k)]. Similar result is previously reported in

the literature for 3 wt % GO filled neat CS nanocomposite film

prepared by solvent casting method.47

Figure 10 shows the values of the residual mass measured for

each sample after removal of water and drying for a degradation

time of 30 days. From this Figure, the mass remaining of the

neat CS is about 32%, indicating that the major mass of CS is

degraded underwater attack. For the CS/PVP blend, we

observed a significant difference in degradation behavior com-

pared with the neat CS, while the mass remaining is measured

at 68%. In this case, the water shows a little ability for degrada-

tion mechanism, because the CS and PVP are well blended,

thus the possibility of the degradation decreased. In the case of

CS/PVP@GO-0.75 film, there is only a small weight loss during

30 days, while the mass remaining is about 95%. More specially,

no weight loss was observed for the bio-nanocomposite-

containing 2 wt % GO (CS/PVP@GO-2), leaving a mass

remaining of 98%, indicating that the presence of GO in the

CS/PVP blend has a clear delaying effect on the hydrolytic deg-

radation of CS/PVP-based bio-nanocomposite films. This

behavior can be explained in terms of the homogeneity of dis-

persion/distribution of GO, which creates a tortuous path for

the penetration of water and limits the hydrolytic degradation

of the produced bio-nanocomposites. As results, the addition of

GO into the CS/PVP could significantly limit the hydrolytic

degradation of the formed bio-nanocomposite flms, which is

attracting for its potential application as packing material.

The mechanical properties of the films of neat CS, CS/PVP

blend, CS/PVP@GO-0.75, and CS/PVP@GO-2 were investigated

by uniaxial tensile tests. From the stress–strain curves (results

Figure 9. Photographs of CS (a,d,g), CS/PVP blend (b,e,h), and CS/

PVP@GO-2 (c,f,k). The photographs are taken 5 min (a,b,c) and 30 days

(d,e,f) after immersion of the films in water and their state just after

removal of water after 30 days (g,h,k). [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 10. Mass remainning of CS, CS/PVP blend, CS/PVP@GO-0.75,

and CS/PVP@GO-2 bio-nanocomposite films after a degradation time of

30 days.
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not shown here), the elongation at break (eb), the ultimate ten-

sile strength (rs), the Young’s modulus (E) and the toughness

(T) of the studied films are extracted and presented in Figure

11. The Young’s modulus [Figure 11(a)] can be defined as the

slope of the linear elastic deformation of the stress–strain curve,

the Ultimate tensile strength [Figure 11(b)] represents the maxi-

mum stress value applied to the material, the elongation at

break [Figure 11(c)] is defined as the strain to break of the

material, and the toughness [Figure 11(d)] is the energy needed

to break the material, and can be calculated from the area

under the stress–strain curve.

From the results illustrated in Figure 11, i is clear that the

selected tensile properties of CS are affected by its blending

with 50% PVP and then by addition of 0.75 and 2 wt % of GO

sheets. Due to the cristallinity nature and low molecular weight

of CS biopolymer, its solvent casted film is mechanically brittle

material. The CS film has an elongation at break of 7.16%, ulti-

mate tensile stress of 57.9 MPa, Young’s modulus of 1.92 GMPa

and toughness of 2.92 3 106 J m23 (Figure 11). These selected

tensile properties of the CS flm were affected when a 50% of

PVP is added. Indeed, the elongation at break is increased up

to 10.8% for CS/PVP blend, indicating that this film become

more ductile in comparison with CS film. The increase of elon-

gation at break is accompanied by an increase of the ultimate

tensile strength up to 60.1 MPa and the toughness up to 4.04 3

106 J m23. These slight changes are due to the formation of a

tri-dimensional network in the blend that generated from the

strong interactions between the CS and PVP. On the other

hand, the Young’s modulus is decreased after addition of PVP,

because this polymer have a lower intrinsic stiffness in compari-

son with that of CS bipolymer. More importantly, for the addi-

tion of GO nanosheets within the CS/PVP blend, a remarkable

increase in elongation at break, strength, modulus and tough-

ness is clearly visible (Figure 11). This could be due to the for-

mation of more compact network that generated from the

addition of GO nanosheets within the CS–PVP blend (Scheme

1). The tensile strength and Young’s modulus of the CS/

PVP@GO increased by 109% from 60.1 to 125.5 MPa [Figure

11(a)] and by 130% from 1.45 to 3.34 GPa [Figure 11(b)],

respectively, when 2 wt % GO is added into the CS/PVP blend.

This trend has been also reported in the literature for GO filled

CS bio-nanocomposite films.46,47, 60–62 Such improvements con-

firm that GO filled CS/PVP blend are mechanically strong

material. Furthermore, it should be pointed out that the CS/

PVP@GO films not have only a higher strength and modulus

but also a higher elongation at break, in comparaison with the

uncharged CS/PVP blend. This is unusual, as most graphene

filled CS nanocomposites become brittle with addition of even

small amounts of graphene.45,47 In some cases, simultaneously

improved tensile strength, Young’s modulus and elongation at

break of CS-based nanocomposites have been reported, with

incorporation of graphene or functionalized graphene into CS

polymer.41,48 More specially, the elongation at break of the CS/

PVP@GO film is about 17.5%, which is an increase of 62 % in

comparison with uncharged CS/PVP blend film [Figure 11(d)].

The extended elongation at break as well as the toughness

observed for GO reinforced films confirm that these films are

mechanically flexible. Apparently, the large aspect ratio and very

high Young’s modulus of GO are responsible on the significant

reinforcement impact on mechanical properties of the CS/PVP

blend. In addition, homogeneous dispersion of GO along with

the favorable interfacial interactions between GO and the

Figure 11. Tensile properties of CS, CS/PVP blend, CS/PVP@GO-0.75, and CS/PVP@GO-2: (a) Young’s modulus, (b) Tensile strength, (c) Elongation at

break, and (d) Toughness. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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polymeric blend are the key points to achieve final tensile prop-

erties improvement for these bio-nanocomposite films. It is sug-

gested that films suitable for food packaging should preferably

strong and flexible. This trend is observed for the GO-based

bio-nanocomposite films fabricated in the present work.

CONCLUSION

High performance novel polymer bio-nanocomposite films were

prepared via solution casting of CS, polyvinylpyrrolidone

(PVP), and GO. The structural characterizations show that the

CS and PVP are perfectly compatible and miscible polymers via

the hydrogen bond interactions between the carbonyl groups of

PVP and amino and hydroxyl groups of CS, resulting in the for-

mation of new biocompatible homogeneous blend matrix for

bio-nanocomposite development. When the GO has been added

to CS/PVP blend, some additional hydrogen bonding can occurs

between the carbonyl groups of carboxylic acid in GO and

amino and hydroxyl groups of CS and between the hydroxyl

groups of GO and the carbonyl groups of PVP. Therefore, an

interconnected structure is assumed to be formed in CS/PVP

strengthened by GO. Since that the special two-dimensional

morphology of the GO as well as its functionalized surface pro-

vides well homogeneous dispersion, which leads to a high con-

tact area in the CS/PVP matrix. This was mainly the result of a

strong interaction between the macromolecular chains of poly-

mers and the sheets of GO. Owing to these strong interfacial

interactions, large improvements of certain properties, such as

water resistance, hydrolytic degradation, and tensile properties

were achieved for CS/PVP-based bio-nanocomposite films. With

the incorporation of 2 wt % GO, the water uptake percentage is

reduced to 9% after 24h immersion in water, and the weight

loss during 30 days immersion in water is limited. In addition,

the modulus, strength, elongation and toughness of CS/PVP

filled by 2% GO were increased by 130, 109, 62, and 464%,

respectively. Therefore, the as-prepared bio-nanocomposite films

with features of high stiffness, good flexibility and high water-

resistance will have potential applications as an eventual food

packaging materials.
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